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Instructions

The Vitrectomy Face Down Support is a very versatile piece of equipment that is 

designed for use after vitrectomy surgery to help the patient maintain the required 

face down position. The Face Down Support can be used for sleeping on top of 

the bed or off the end of the bed. The Face Down Support can be used during the 

daytime on a table top or with the Travel Cushion for travel or sitting at a chair.

Checklist

	Face Pad

	Chest Pad

	Face Pad Frame

	Chest Pad Frame

	Face Support Frame Cover

	Face Support Frame

Basic Adjustments

The Face Down Support has four basic adjustments:

1 Face pad horizontal and width adjustment—The horizontal adjustment  

 allows the face pad to move horizontally along the face pad frame. The  

 width adjustment allows the sides of the face pad to move in and out. Both  

 adjustments are made by loosening the horizontal and width adjustment  

 knobs (2 knobs, screw type).

2 Face pad angle—The face pad angle adjustment puts the face pad frame  

 in either a parallel or perpendicular relation to the face support frame. This  

 is a pull-type knob.

3 Face pad height adjustment—This adjustment changes the distance  

 between the face support frame and face pad frame. This may be a height  

 adjustment (table top and off the end of the bed setup mode) or a length  

 adjustment (on top of the bed setup mode). This is a screw-type knob.

4 Face support frame angle adjustment—The face support frame angle  

 adjustment puts the face support frame in either a parallel or perpendicular  

 relation to the chest pad frame. This is a pull-type knob.

	Face Pad Angle Adjustment Pull Knob

	Face Pad Horizontal and Width 
 Adjustment Knobs (2)

	Face Support Frame Angle 
 Adjustment Pull Knob

	Face Pad Height Adjustment Knob



Using the Face Down Support on Top of the Bed

The Face Down Support arrives setup to be used on top of the bed. Simply unpack 

the Face Down Support and set on top of the bed. The only adjustments that 

need to be made are the face support ad width and length (height) adjustments. 

To return the Face Down Support to this setup mode from any other mode, simply 

reverse the steps listed under each setup.

You may find it more comfortable to place a feather pillow around and or on top of 

the chest pad when lying in this position.

Using the Face Down Support off of the foot of the bed

1 Remove the face pad by loosening the face pad height adjustment knob and  

 sliding the face pad frame out.

2 Rotate the chest pad frame to a perpendicular position as compared to the  

 face support frame by pulling out the chest pad frame angle adjustment  

 knob and rotating the chest pad frame 90 degrees. You may need to wiggle  

 the chest pad in order for the knob to easily retract.

3 Slide the face pad back into the chest pad frame in an orientation  

 180 degrees from when removed.

4 Rotate the face pad frame to a perpendicular position as compared to the  

 chest pad frame by pulling out the face pad angle adjustment pull knob. You  

 may need to wiggle the face pad frame in order for the knob to easily retract.

5 Place the face support frame between the box springs and the mattress. 

Using the Face Down Support with the optional arm rest

The Face Down Support can be used with the optional arm rest when setup for use 

off of the end of the bed. Simply slide the foldout arms of the arm rest around the 

body of the face support and between the mattress and box springs of the bed. 

Push the arm rest up tight to the face support.

Using the Face Down Support on a table top

1 Remove the face pad frames by loosening the face pad height adjustment  

 knob and sliding the face pad frame out.

2 Rotate the chest pad frame to a perpendicular position as compared to the  

 face support frame by pulling out the chest pad frame angle adjustment  

 knob and rotating the chest pad frame 90 degrees. You may need to wiggle  

 the chest pad in order for the knob to easily retract.



3 Slide the face pad frame back into the chest pad frame in the same  

 orientation as when it was removed in step 1.

4 Rotate the face pad frame to a perpendicular position as compared to the  

 chest pad frame by pulling out the face pad angle adjustment pull knob. You  

 may need to wiggle the face pad frame in order for the knob to easily retract.

5 Place the face support frame on top of a table with the chest pad facing you.

Using the Face Down Support with the Travel Cushion

The Face Down Support can be used with the optional Travel Cushion for travel or 

for use on a chair in your home. Setup the face support in the table top mode and 

slide the face support body into one of the slots of cushion. The Travel Cushion has 

several slots allowing you to have the angle side slope toward you or away from 

you or you can flip the Travel Cushion upside down and have the flat side down. 

Experiment until one of the angles allows you to maintain the proper face down 

position depending on your height and the height of the chair.

Using the Face Down Support with the optional MajicView™ Mirror

The Face Down Support can be used with the optional, patented MajicView™ Mirror 

in every setup mode except on top of the bed. SImply place the MajicView™ Mirror 

below your eyes so the bottom is angled up by the small leg as shown on the 

picture on the front cover. Look down into the angled lower mirror and your vision 

will be reflected to the top mirror which will then reflect your vision directly forward. 

Due to the use of two mirrors you will see all objects everything normally.

Cleaning the Face Down Support

The Face Down Support may be cleaned using any over the counter cleaner that 

does not contain alcohol such as Fantastik® or Formula 409®. You may also use a 

2% bleach solution.

How to return the Face Down Support

When your Doctor releases you from the face down position, call McFee 

Technologies to end your rental. Use the enclosed return instructions and return 

UPS labels to pack up the Face Down Support and take the sealed box to the 

nearest UPS drop point.


